
Stand Out Amongst the Crowd

Paula Wenham

Negotiation

Sold $1,100,000

Land area 400 m²

Floor size 192 m²

 24 Musselwhite Terrace, Chartwell

Your striking brand-new home combines unique architecture, that is expertly

executed for everyday living. This home has been created for modern living.

Echoing contemporary elegance, it boasts bright spacious interiors over a highly

�exible layout and private outdoor entertaining area with sophisticated �nishes.

The bedroom wing is well appointed housing three spacious bedrooms serviced

by a central tiled bathroom with bathtub. Separated from the social zones

allowing you to rest and retreat at the end of the day. The master is serviced by a

walk-in robe and ensuite complete with sliding doors leading out to the outdoor

entertaining area creating a light, bright and luxurious environment. This highly

spec'd home is what sets it apart. With an exquisite galley style kitchen featuring

gold �xtures, stone benchtops, and scullery - an entertainer's dream! The home

features a study nook, perfect for those who work from home or need a quiet

space to retreat. The feeling of dual living is seamlessly created here, with a

spacious ultra-modern formal lounge for early evening drinks and entertaining.

Finish o� the night with a night cap in the media room/snug. This property truly

encapsulates contemporary family living or the perfect professional entertainer's

oasis, evoking the sense of luxury throughout. Featuring all of the mod cons for

modern day living like double internal access garaging, security system and

central heating and cooling. To download the property �les, please copy and

paste the following link into your browser https://www. property�les. co.

nz/property/724160004

A jewel in the crown and one not to be missed. Call Paula today for further

information or to view.

07 838 3800

021 416 715
paula.wenham@lugtons.co.nz
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